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Outline of the talk

Outline of the talk

(1) Motivation: 

Why should we study phase diagram of field theories with 
(chiral) anomalies?

(2) Holographic setup:

Minimal ingredients to describe the gravitational dual of 4D 
field theory with chiral anomaly

(3) Results:
 

phase diagram at finite magnetic field, temperature and 
density
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Motivation

Why determine the phase diagram of field theories 

with axial anomaly?

● Chiral anomalies important for hydrodynamics

anomalous hydrodynamics, new transport 

coefficients: chiral magnetic / vortical effect

➢ RHIC & LHC (?), Weyl – Semimetals
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Motivation

Why determine the phase diagram of field theories 

with axial anomaly?

● QCP at finite magnetic field

conventional approach due to Hertz Millis

➔ Integrate out gapless fermions at 1-loop

➔ Non-analytic terms,....

dynamical scaling exponent    
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Expectations I

What happens for large magnetic fields?

Charges    in constant magnetic field → Landau Levels

– Bosons      

– Fermions

           all levels except LLL acquire large mass

→ effectively 1+1 dim. interacting Weyl Fermions

@finite density: 3D excitations for 
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Expectations II

Chiral magnetic spiral due to axial anomaly

                                                                                                          [Basar, Dunne, Kharzeev, '10]

Spatial modulation of transverse currents

Argument: Spiral in 1+1 dim toy models (Gross-Neveu),

                 Effect on transverse currents.

→ Use AdS/CFT to investigate it
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Holographic setup I

4D strongly coupled large N gauge theory with 

anomalous current     ,        

Minimal dual gravitational description:

➢ Metric        dual to          

➢ Gauge field       dual to      

➢ Einstein–Maxwell action with CS Term
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Holographic setup II

Action:

From now on:

➢ For               bosonic part of minimal SUGRA

✔ Consistent truncation of all supersymmetric, 

asymptotically          compactifications of type IIB 

or M-theory

    is a free parameter from now on
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Holographic setup III

Equations of motion:

Solutions: AdS spacetime (vacuum state)
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Holographic setup III

Equations of motion:

Solutions: AdS-Schwarzschild BH (thermal state)

Temperature:       
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Holographic setup III

Equations of motion:

Solutions: AdS-RN  BH (thermal state, finite density)

Finite Density     
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Holographic setup IV

Helical structure (Bianchi VII0)

Assumption: Helix parallel to B field
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Holographic setup V

Due to Bianchi VII0 Symmetry:

→ 10 ODE's + 2 constraints to solve

„usual“ boundary conditions such as

→ Solve with pseudo spectral methods
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Results of earlier work

For 

Quantum critical point for                      [D'Hoker, Kraus, '10]
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Results of earlier work

For                                   

inhomogeneous phase with helical structure  

                                                                      [Nakamura, Ouguri, Park; Donos, Gauntlett, '12]
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Results I

Here: phase diagram for finite B, T and 

[Ammon, Leiber, Macedo, forthcoming]

Dimensionless quantities:

magnetic fields and temperature measured in units of 

the chemical potential

Chiral magnetic effect:
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Results II

New phase characterised by non-vanishing 

          

➢ Hence find solution with

Problem:                                   is also a solution
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Results III

Strategy:

(1) fix     and 

(2) impose                         for            with      small

(3) solve background EOM with  

     and lin. EOMs for                       simultaneously 

(4) Read of      and   

Repeat steps (1) to (4) for same    but different   

Use Chebyshev grid for k 
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Results IV

Boundary of new phase for
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Results V
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Result VI

Dependence of phase diagram on 
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Result VII

How do find preferred   ? Minimize grand canonical potential!
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Result VIII

New phase characterized by
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Result VIII

New phase characterized by
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Result IX

New phase has vanishing entropy for 
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Result VIII

Properties of phase transition / new phase

➢ Helical structure, Bianchi VII0 

Holographic chiral magnetic spiral

➢ Second order, mean field ?

➢ Order parameter        or   

➢ Entropy density vanishes for 

(true ground state?)
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Summary

Phase diagram of 4D field theories with axial anomaly 

are interesting (and maybe relevant for cond-mat)

➢ Quantum critical points with non-trivial scaling 

exponent, no obvious local order parameter

➢ Helical phases (2nd order phase transition)

➢ Holographic chiral magnetic spiral

➢ New numerical tools: collocation spectral methods 

✔ Exponential convergence if solution is analytic

✔ Extra unknown parameters, integral constraints,...
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Outlook

Interesting future research directions:

➢ Helix parallel to magnetic field preferred?

➢ Check for stability: Quasinormal modes

➢ Entanglement entropy a good probe for quantum 

critical phase transition?

➢ Consider dual gravitational theories with axial and 

vector currents 

(more realistic for QCD, heavy ion collisions, ….)

➢ Relation between      and 



Thank you very much
for your attention!
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